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Using
FieldEngineer.com to
Engage an On-Demand
Workforce

Hiring field engineers for computer manufacturers, system integrators,
value-added resellers, professional services companies, and managed services
providers is a vital part of running a modern business to support PCs, laptops,
tablets, printer installation, and break/fix-level service for the utmost customer
satisfaction. That doesn’t mean the process has always been easy or smooth,
though—at least, not until now. Using FieldEngineer.com, the process is much
easier and much less stressful than it might’ve been for your business in the
past. Engagement between businesses and local field engineers has always
been tricky, but it’s never been easier. In fact, the entire process of hiring an
on-demand workforce needn’t be a source of stress ever again.
In the past, there were a number of barriers between the on-demand
workforce and the businesses hiring them. The main aim of FieldEngineer.com’s
marketplace is to break down those barriers and make engagement simple and
efficient for everyone involved. We’ve achieved that. You and your business can
benefit from all this, so let’s look at how it works in greater depth.

The Field Engineer
Process

Start by Signing Up
This whole process begins with you heading to our platform and simply signing
up to create an account. We’ve even streamlined this part of the process to make
it as easy as can be for busy telecom businesses like yours to get started without
anything holding you back or taking your time unnecessarily.
There is no fee for using our services, so you can sign up and get started right
away. Once you’ve done that, you can deposit funds into your account using a
credit card, bank account, or PayPal account. From there, you can move to the
next step.
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Post Your Job

The whole reason you arrived at our platform is because you have a job that
needs to be completed by an on-demand resource. That means the process
of finding the right person for your task begins with your posting a job on
FieldEngineer.com. It’s very quick and easy, because all you have to do is fill
out one of our work order forms and post it to the job listings page, which will
be done for you when you submit. Your job will then be viewable by professionals
who meet the description of what you’re seeking.
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Field Engineers Vetting Process

One issue many businesses worry about when they’re hiring on-demand field
engineers is reputability. How can you be sure that you’re hiring engineers who
can be trusted to carry out work for your business? Well, we’ve sorted this out
for you by vetting the skills and background information of potential engineers.
Engineers on the FE Platform go through a vetting process, leaving you one less
thing to worry about when hiring an on-demand workforce. You can be sure
that you’re only hiring reliable, reputable professionals.
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Get Bids, Assess and Negotiate

Once your listing has been posted in the marketplace, you will get bids from
field engineers who want your job. You can then begin the process of assessing
the options and seeing which one best fits your needs. The choice is yours, and
you will be aided with making your decision with reviews of field engineers
written by companies that have employed them in the past. When you’ve found
the perfect candidate, you can negotiate a pay rate and offer him or her the work.
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AI Matching Is Part of the Process

We’re very proud to offer clients like you the chance to use our AI matching
system. This means that, when you post a job on Field Engineer, the AI matching
system will instantly match people with your project, based on your needs and the
specific expertise of field engineers on our platform. It’s so fast, you won’t even
know it’s happening, but you certainly can benefit from the results.
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Track and Approve Jobs

The real-time tracking we offer to every business using FieldEngineer.com allows
you to see how projects are progressing and exactly what’s happening. You can
approve jobs and see what is expected to happen next. It basically means that
you will always be kept in the loop and have as much information relating to the
completion of your job as you could possibly want. We understand that you’re
keen to stay informed, and that’s why we developed this integral part of our
service. It’s stress free, and you can use it as much or as little as you want.
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How You Benefit

The Benefits of Automation

The fact that multiple aspects of the service we offer are automated means
you can benefit from not having to do all this alone. Finding on-demand field
engineers can be a big project to take on, and many tasks need to be handled.
We offer you the chance to streamline the process and ensure that your business
is only really dealing with what’s important to you.
For example, our AI work order management system allows admin tasks to be
efficiently automated on your behalf. You can have the level of input that’s right
for you, but you needn’t fret over details and be hands on constantly. It’s simply
not necessary. Your business doesn’t have time for that, and our automation
systems make it possible for you to save plenty of time throughout the process.
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Why Our Service Can Help Your Business
In conclusion, FieldEngineer.com can help you find the right field engineers
to meet your needs. And once you’ve linked up with the right platform, you can
control it all from your web platform, allowing automation to take care of much of
the boring stuff for you. Your engineer will be tracked in real time, meaning you’ll
always know what’s happening and how your project is progressing. The whole
process is smooth and carefree because we feel that’s what’s best for customers
and engineers alike.
Now that you understand exactly how FieldEngineer.com can help your business
and how to use it, all that’s left for you to do is sign up and start using our service.
It’s the first step towards a future in which hiring field engineers is simple and
hassle-free for your business.
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